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downloadbukustatistikadasarsudjana.Illuminated digital
screens at bus stops are intended to make it easier to
read bus schedule displays at night, but they may also

increase bus passengers' anxiety about crime,
according to a new study from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). The study of several

bus stop displays in Albuquerque, N.M., and Seattle,
Wash., found that crime-related markings had more of
an impact on passengers' decision to get on a bus than
had markings intended to help people see schedules at

night. Passenger anxiety about crime at a stop was
greater when crime-related markings were present. The
fear of crime was lowest on the bus stops that were lit

by city lighting rather than exterior lighting, and on
those illuminated displays where there was a less
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distinct crime-related marking. "This is a very important
study about the psychology of security concerns at
mass transportation," said Richard P. Kupersmidt,

principal investigator of the study and the former acting
director of the Transportation Systems Center at NIST.

Bus ridership has declined in recent years, and reducing
passenger anxiety may help improve ridership, he
noted. (Man-made lighting can clearly improve the

function of certain highway signs, perhaps by making
them more visible at night than would otherwise be the

case. A recent study in this area showed that bright
LEDs are effective for this task, at least in the United

States.) Lighting also plays a key role in enhancing the
efficacy of other transportation signs. One interesting
current example is the onboard signage used on some
double-decker London buses. These signs display bus

stop locations, stop specific information and travel
route directions. The design ensures that the signage

can be easily read from the buses' exterior, even in the
dark.Microsoft to file for Chapter 11 in deal to buy

Nokia's smartphone business Microsoft has confirmed
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that it will file for bankruptcy later today, in order to
buy Nokia's smartphone business. The Redmond-based
software giant has applied for Chapter 11 protection, in

order to acquire the struggling mobile unit. Nokia is
expected to outline its intentions to shareholders at

their annual meeting, which is expected to take place
later today. Microsoft bought Nokia's handset division

for 1.4 billion 1cdb36666d
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